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ABSTRACT 

 A new class of electronic materials from food and foodstuff was developed to form a 

“toolkit” for edible electronics along with inorganic materials. Electrical components like resistors, 

capacitors and inductors were fabricated with such materials and tested. Applicable devices such 

as filters, microphones and pH sensors were built with edible materials. Among the applications, 

a wireless edible pH sensor was optimized in terms of form factor, fabrication process and cost.  

 This dissertation discusses the material sciences of food industry, design and fabrication 

of electronics and biomedical engineering by demonstrating edible electronic materials, 

components and devices such as filters, microphones and pH sensors. pH sensors are optimized 

for two different generations of design and fabrication.  
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CHAPTER 1 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Innovations of medical technologies and devices such as glucose monitors, heart rate 

monitors, nerve stimulators have significantly helped doctors to diagnose and treat diseases, 

which helps patients keep healthy and prolong their lifespan [1]. Medical devices are classified to 

diagnostic equipment like medical imaging machines, treatment equipment like infusion pumps, 

life support equipment to maintain the function of the patients, medical laboratory equipment, 

medical monitors that measure the patient parameters including electrocardiography, 

electroencephalography, and blood pressure.  

Implantable devices have a significant role in the healthcare monitoring, diagnosis and 

therapy. Cardiovascular medical devices are implanted to treat conditions such as cardiac 

arrhythmia, and heart failure. Such devices include implantable cardioverter-defibrillator, and 

cardiac pacemaker. Electrical implants embedded in the neck of patients are used to relieve pain 

from rheumatoid arthritis, where electrical signals are sent to vagus nerve. Bioactive implants are 

used to deliver drugs when oral route of drug delivery is not suitable. Surgeries and medical 

procedures are required to implant the devices into human body, and if a battery replacement is 

required or the end of lifetime of the device has reached, another surgery or procedure for the 

patients is needed. Such surgeries and medical procedures are relatively expensive, potentially 

giving financial burdens to patients and the process of recovery after the surgeries and 

procedures introduces risks to other infections and other side effects.  

Biodegradable electronics such as transistors, batteries and sensors are proposed as the 

materials used are within the safe dose of allowance. Iron (Fe), tungsten (W) and molybdenum 

(Mo) are biodegradable metals for the substitute of traditional conductive materials like copper 

and aluminum. Biodegradable materials like Ecoflex made from potato and corn starch are used 

as insulative substrates. Inorganic materials like silicon and silicon dioxide degrades in the body 

safely and thus serve as semiconductor materials and insulative materials. Once the 

biodegradable devices are implanted in the body, they degrade by body fluid or blood at a 
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controllable rate while remaining harmless. The usage of biodegradable electronics as 

implantations eliminates the necessity of surgeries to take the device out of the body, which 

reduces the cost for the patients and potential risks of infections and other side effects.  

In the recent decades, the electrical capsules that are implanted into human body by 

swallowing came into the market [2-5]. Wireless capsule endoscopy consisting of a camera in the 

capsule takes photos in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract and sends images to an external receiving 

device. “Smart” capsules with sensors and circuits inside the encapsulation measure the 

temperature, pressure, acceleration and pH value within the GI tract [6-10]. These swallowable 

devices do not need surgeries during operation giving more convenience and eliminating risks 

induced by surgeries.   

 Although the electrical capsules have merits for point of cares, they have a chance to get 

stuck in the intestinal, where another procedure must be taken to get it out from the anal, which is 

incontinent to the patients, and such procedure brings additional cost to the patients. Besides, the 

capsules consist of toxic materials like copper-based circuits and batteries, resulting severe 

damages to organs once leaked. Thus, edible or digestive electronics where the whole devices 

are made from food and other edible materials are studied to form a new solution for testing of 

medical parameters in the GI tract.  

 The next chapter demonstrated a food kit for edible materials and electrical components 

were fabricated and tested, along with some applicable devices, such as microphones and acidity 

level (pH) sensors. The development and optimization of pH sensors and related testing circuits 

were carried out in the following chapters.  
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CHAPTER 2 

2 FOOD BASED EDIBLE AND NUTRITIVE ELECTRONICS 

2.1. Background and Motivations 

 Implantable electronics are useful and, in some scenarios, essential to maintain patients’ 

life, such as cardiac devices and drug delivering systems [11]. While the surgeries or procedures 

for the implantations have potential risks for the patients, including bleeding and infections. At the 

end of the lifetime of such implantable medical electronics, an additional surgery or procedure is 

required to take the products out of human body, resulting more cost for patients and additional 

potential risks.  

 A more biocompatible device having less chances of harming human bodies is preferred. 

To achieve more biocompatibility, biodegradable electronics are studies such as biodegradable 

transistors and interconnects [12-15]. These devices are either entirely or partially degradable 

and the degrading materials are within safe dose of acceptable materials regulated by American 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Another way with more biocompatibility is achieved with 

electronics directly contacting surfaces of the human body, through skins, GI tract et cl. Human 

skins are naturally protective for the body from harsh environment, giving more capabilities for 

medical electronics to contact with to monitor health status and treat disease. For example, an 

Apple watch monitors heart rate constantly and feedbacks potential underline medical conditions 

whenever an abnormal of behavior of heart rate is detected [16-18].  

GI tract has a large surface area that allows medical electronic devices to monitor a 

broad range of parameters. Swallowable capsule-based devices monitor the temperature, 

pressure, pH to help doctors to diagnose diseases while surgeries and procedures are not 

required for the functions of these devices, thus eliminating the potential risks to the patients. 

Although swallowable capsule-based medical devices lower the medical bill compared with 

implantable devices, they suffer from the risks of retentions and leakages, while a portion of 

patients get the capsules stuck within the GI tract after swallow and potential leakages of the 

electrical devices when still inside of GI tract are poisons to patients, leading to more health risks.  
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Edible, digestible and absorbable devices would further advance the field as they contact 

directly with surface area of GI tract and have less risks while degrading, though require 

advances in materials, beyond initial efforts. The present study uses basic natural food materials 

to form fundamental electrical components and devices, giving building blocks of edible and 

digestible integrated circuits for further integration and more functions of medical electronics.  

The study starts with a screening of a broad range of food that are safe. The 

methodology behind this is that food is what people eat for thousands of years and are proven to 

be selected for consideration of safety and nutrients. Most food is organic material and consists of 

different composites like cellulose and water, thus difficult to characterize the electrical and 

mechanical properties for general usage in the electronics. So, a process is developed to dry and 

ground the food material to test with, and further categorized into different types of materials in 

terms of electrical and mechanical performances. For example, vegetables are rich in water, and 

dried vegetables have low conductivity and thus useful for insulative materials for electronics. 

Carbonized cottons are relatively conductive compared to insulative materials like oil.  

After classification of food-based materials in terms of the conductivity and dielectric 

constant, a food kit or “cookbook” is developed for creating electrical components in integrated 

circuits. For example, rice paper, sugar powder, flour and rice are capable of functional as 

structural materials for substrates of printed circuit board (PCB). Metal traces on top of the 

substrate form electrical interconnects for the PCB. The food kit is used to make discrete 

electrical components like wires/interconnects, resistors, inductors and capacitors. Other 

components like antennas and simple circuits are demonstrated in the following study.  

While developing the food kit for electrical components, piezoelectric effects of cellulose-

rich materials like broccoli and cabbages are found and studied for their piezoelectric properties. 

An edible piezoelectric microphone is developed based on the piezoelectric phenomenon of 

broccoli, though the piezoelectric parameter is relatively smaller than commercial materials like 

lead zirconate titanate (PZT).  
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2.2. Experimental Section 

2.2.1.  Preparation of the Materials 

Dried food: Each vegetable/fruit was cut into round slices with thickness of 1 to 2 mm and 

diameter of 1 to 4 cm. A household food dryer was used to dry vegetable/fruit slices under 60 °C 

for 12 h. 

Carbonized cotton candy, cotton and silk: Cotton candy/cotton/silk were annealed at 

280 °C for 1 h at a heating rate of 2 °C /min, and subsequently annealed at 1000 °C for 1 h at a 

heating rate of 6 °C /min in an argon flow. Then the carbonized cotton candy/cotton/silk were 

grinded into small pieces (about 0.3mm in diameter) in a mortar. 

Piezoelectric composite thin films: A gelatin/broccoli film works as piezoelectric film. 

Gelatin (2 g) was sprinkled over the distilled water (20 g). Leave the mixture for 10 min for the 

gelatin to fully swell. Then gelatin solution was prepared by dissolving gelatin in distilled water 

under magnetic stirring for 30 min. The temperature was controlled at 60 °C. Broccoli powder (0.5 

g) and glycerol (1.2 g) were added into gelatin solution and stirred for 10 min. Gelatin/broccoli 

films were produced by solution casting on acrylic glass plate at 50 °C for 12 h. 

2.2.2.  Preparation of Shadow Mask 

The pattern of the mask was designed in AutoCAD and was transferred into a Mylar film 

(0.1 mm in thickness) using a laser cutter (VLS 6.60 laser cutter, Universal Laser System, Inc.). 

The laser cutter would cut through the Mylar film to make a shadow mask. 

2.2.3.  Preparation of Electrical Components 

(1) Wire/interconnects 

The edible wires/interconnects consisted of a substrate and a layer of conductive trace. 

The substrate was made of rice paper or any other food-based material that has resistivity larger 

than 1 × 1010 Ω·m. The dimension of rice substrate was 3 mm × (20-50 mm) × 0.2 mm 

(thickness). A shadow mask with interconnects‟ pattern was attached to the rice paper using egg 

white as the adhesive layer. Interconnects were dried in oven at 70 °C for 8 h. The substrate was 
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then placed in a vacuum chamber of gold sputtering machine, where gold was deposited on the 

substrate through the shadow mask, with thickness of 100 nm. 

(2) Resistor 

Sweet potato starch (1.5 g), active charcoal (0.45 g) and carbonized cotton candy (0.5 g) 

were mixed in a ceramic container and grinded for 10 min to make them uniformly dispersed. The 

container was then put on a hotplate (200 °C) and heated for 5 min, followed by adding distilled 

water (2 g) and heating for another 5 min under constant stirring. Now the mixture forms a low-

viscous dough. The mixture was then transferred into a syringe. Syringe with different sizes of 

orifice can be used and in fact the size of the orifice defines the diameter of the edible resistors. 

The typical diameters are 2 mm. The mixture was pushed out with the rate of 0.7 mL/min into 

boiled distilled water for 3 min and then immersed in the distilled water of room temperature to 

make them more tenacity. Finally, the sample was put into an oven and dried at 60 °C for 12 h. 

The edible resistors are basically conductive and edible noodles. Carbonized cotton and silk can 

be similarly used to replace cotton candy. Flour can also be used to replace sweet potato starch 

in this process. 

(3) Inductor 

The edible inductors were made by following the similar procedure of making edible 

resistors. After the mixture was pushed into the boiled distilled water and immersed in the distilled 

water of room temperature, the sample was winded around a cylindrical object (e.g., a tube). The 

winding length and diameter define the inductance. The typical diameters are 2 mm and the 

length ranges from 40 to 80 cm. Then, they are dried in an oven with 60 oC for 12 h. Finally, after 

the sample was completely dried, it was taken off from the cylindrical object. 

(4) Capacitor 

A gelatin film was used as the dielectric layer. Gelatin (2 g) was sprinkled over the 

distilled water (20 g). Leave the mixture for 10 min for gelatin to fully swell. Then gelatin solution 

was prepared by dissolving gelatin in distilled water under magnetic stirring for 30 min. The 
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temperature was controlled at 60 °C. Glycerol (1.2 g) was added into gelatin solution as 

plasticizer and stirred for 10 min. Gelatin films were produced by solution casting on acrylic glass 

plate at 50°C for 12 h. The typical thickness of the by a shadow mask. Two same shadow masks 

were attached to gelatin film’s both sides with carefully alignment. Gold was deposit for 200 nm 

thickness on both sides using gold sputter. The shadow masks were removed after deposit and 

the capacitor was just made. 

(5) PCB board 

Each edible PCB board substrate consists of powdered sugar, xanthan gum and egg 

white. Powdered sugar (60 g), xanthan gum (0.5 g) and egg white (12 g) were mixed in a glass 

bowl by hand mixer. Keeping mixing them until a sticky paste was achieved and most of the 

powdered sugar was incorporated. Additional powdered sugar (20 g) and the sticky paste were 

poured on the workbench. Kneading them until a smooth and non-sticky dough was formed. The 

sugar paste dough was divided by 8 pieces. Each of them was rolled out and cut into a 7 cm × 7 

cm × 0.2 cm piece, followed by drying at room temperature for 12 hrs. Before placing shadow 

mask on substrate, a uniform egg white layer was coated on the surface of substrate. Egg white 

will make the surface adhesive to have a good connection with shadow mask. Substrate will be 

ready to be deposited gold against a shadow mask after drying it in oven at 70 °C for 8 h. 

(6) Antenna 

The shadow mask is made using the same method described previously. Then the 

shadow mask is attached to the PCB board substrate, followed by gold deposit using gold sputter 

for 200 nm. The shadow mask is removed after deposit and the antenna is made. 

2.2.4.  Preparation of Samples for Mechanical Test 

The same procedure was followed to prepare sweet potato starch dough, powdered 

sugar dough, and flour powder dough. All the dough was kneaded and cut into a plate with 

dimension of 3 ×2 ×0.2 cm for the mechanical test. The Instron 4411 was used to perform the 

compression test. 
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2.2.5.  Characterization of Materials, Components, And Devices 

(1) Conductivity characterization 

Potentiostats (Gamry Potentiostats Reference 300) and multimeter (hp Hewlett Packard) were 

used for raw and dried food materials. For powdered food material: A stainless steel mold with 1-

inch in diameter was used to hold the powder food material, including fresh milk powder, 

carbonized cotton candy/cotton/silk, all-purpose flour and sugar powder. Then 30 MPa pressure 

was applied on the mold to achieve a condensed tablet. Two stainless steel plates were placed 

on two sides of food material tablet to form a “sandwich” structure for electrical conductivity 

measurement (Figure 1.1) using Gamry Potentiostats Reference 3000. For liquid food material, a 

plastic box with copper foils on two sides (Figure 2.2) was used to hold the liquid food material. 

Then two copper foils were connected to multimeter for the resistance measurement. 

 

Figure 2. 1 “Sandwich” structure for electrical conductivity measurement 

 

Figure 2.2 Sample holder for electrical conductivity measurement for liquid materials. 

(2) Capacitance measurement 

It was measured on probe station with precision LCR meter (Hewlett-Packard 4061A 

semiconductor/component test system). 

(3) Inductance measurement 
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The dimensions are measured with caliper and the inductance was measured by the 

same equipment for the capacitance measurement. 

2.2.6.  Mechanical Characterization of Food Materials as Structural Functions 

The sample is placed on the platform of the tool material test system (Instron 4411) for 

compression test. After initial setup, compressive force through a pressing target is loaded and 

recorded as well as the displacement of the pressing target until failure of the sample. The first 

few data are used to calculate the Young‟s Modulus. The stress is calculated by dividing force by 

top area of the sample, and the strain is calculated by dividing displacement and thickness of the 

sample. Then the Young‟s Modulus is calculated by dividing stress by strain. 

E =
σ

ε
 

σ =
F

a
 

ε =
∆l

l
 

2.2.7.  Characterization of the Piezoelectric Coupling Coefficient 

(1) 𝑑33: Sample’s dimensions, weight and capacitance were measured before the 

test. The schematic of the characterization is shown in Figure 2.3, where a beam was fixed at an 

end and the other end was attached to an electric shaker. The sample was attached onto the 

beam at the 3/4 of distance to the end of the shaker by wax and an accelerometer was mounted 

at the same location to measure the acceleration of the sample. The electric shaker was 

connected to its power supply and a signal generator with frequency of 50 Hz. During the 

vibration applied by the shaker, the inertia force was applied to the sample via F = ma, which 

generates a voltage V at the sample that was characterized by a signal analyzer. Thus, the 

piezoelectric coefficient d33 is calculated by 𝑑33 =
CV

F
, where C is the capacitance of the sample 

that was characterized separately. 
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Figure 2. 3 Schematic of the characterization of 𝑑33. 

(2) 𝑑31: 𝑑31 was characterized by a fatigue load frame (Bose ElectroForce 

Biodynamic 5160) and current was measured with a picoammeter (Keithley 6485) (Figure 2.4 

(a)). The samples were prepared with 8×25.4mm Ag paint electrodes in top and bottom surfaces, 

and the electrodes were then extended with Cu tape to allow a proper connection with the 

picoammeter (Figure 2.4 (b)). Dynamic force was applied on the sample to measure periodic 

output current. 

 

Figure 2. 4 (a) Equipment set up for characterization of 𝑑31. (b) Sample and electrode design. 
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2.3. Result and Discussion 

In the present study, natural foods and foodstuffs were chosen as candidates for 

electronics materials and then based on specification requirements identified additional edible 

processed foods, food components, and on a limited basis nontoxic levels of electronic materials, 

to create full electronic constructs. The best candidates from natural, processed, and adduct food 

materials were then selected to create the “preferred food kit” for component fabrication. Specific 

individual and combined components were built and characterized utilizing the preferred food kit. 

The present study significantly enables edible electronics with the potential to advance an 

emerging domain of biomedical technologies and devices. 

As a first step, reference materials were selected to establish the specifications needed 

for components. Electronic components require insulators and conductors, which can be 

specified by their electrical conductivities. For insulators (or dielectric materials), the conductivity 

is lower than 10−8 S/m; while it needs to be larger than 106 S/m for conductors. The insulators 

are used to build encapsulations and as the dielectric materials in capacitors with the capacitance 

in the typical range of 1 pF-100 nF. The conductors appear in wires/interconnects, electrodes and 

other components. Mixed insulators and conductors can be used to build resistors with a wide 

range of resistance from 10 Ω-20 MΩ. Those reference values establish the specifications 

needed for components and devices fabrications using food materials. 

As a second step, specific natural, unprocessed foods were selected, organized 

according to recognized, defined nutritional food groups from the Food Guide Pyramid (e.g., 

cereals, meat, vegetables, bread, fats, etc.), as candidate materials for analysis due to their 

electrical properties and subsequent component or device fabrication. Conductivity probes and 

semiconductor parameter analyzer were used to perform the characterizations (see details in 

Methods). As seen in Figure 2.5 (a) for electronic conductivities, oils and dried foods (including 

meat, vegetables, gelatin, fruits, and bread) that are shaded achieve required conductivities as 

insulators/dielectric materials. Here gelatin was cataloged into meat as it is derived from collagen 

in animal raw materials. The dried foods were made using a typical food dryer. The reason of 
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being good insulators is that those foods are covalent components and do not contain mobile 

electrons to conduct electric current. On the contrary, foods that contain salts (e.g., butter) and 

water (e.g., fresh meat and vegetables) are relatively conductive because of the presents of free 

ions to conduct electric current. 

 

Figure 2. 5 Selections and characterizations of food-based materials regarding their electronical 

properties. (a) A typical food pyramid with conductivities and dielectric constants of some 

representative food materials according to recognized food groups. The shaded elements 

represent food materials that can provide required conductivities as insulators/dielectric materials. 
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(b)-(d) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images for carbonized cotton candy, cotton, and silk, 

respectively. (e) Conductivity spectrum of food-based materials that can cover a wide range of 

electrical conductivity from conductors to insulators. (f)-(g) SEM images for broccoli powder and 

the cross-sectional view of the edible piezoelectric thin film consisting of gelatin and broccoli 

powder.  

A more comprehensive list of electrical conductivity and dielectric constants of commonly 

accessible food materials were provided in Table 2.1. Figure 2.5 (a) apparently shows that nature 

foods can provide good insulators/dielectric materials but not good conductors for electrical 

components. In order to fill the gap in conductivity to create full constructs in electronic 

components, processed foods and non-toxic levels of electronic materials were identified. In 

addition to edible metals as conductors, carbon derived from processed foods, basically, 

activated charcoal, carbonized sugar (cotton candy), cellulous (cotton), and protein (silk) were 

selected and tested. Annealing process was used for carbonization (see Methods). The energy 

dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX) results show that they are actual carbon. (see Figure 2.6). 

Different microscale morphologies of carbonized cotton candy (Figure 2.5 (b)), cotton (Figure 2.5 

(c)), and silk (Figure 2.5 (d)) as observed in the scanning electron microscope images attribute to 

different electrical properties. Specifically, the fiber-liked carbonized cotton tends to form a 

continuous path to conduct electron while the flake-liked carbonized cotton candy and silk have to 

aggregate to form the similar conductive path.  

Table 2.1 Comprehensive list of conductivity of commonly accessible food materials 

Food materials Conductivity 

 (S/m) 

Dielectric 

 Constant 

Fats, Oil & Sweets 

Gummy Bears 5.78 × 10−5 ― 

Chewing Gum 4.79 × 10−8 23.10 
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Sugar 2.58 × 10−9 9.53 

Glucose 1.01 × 10−9 4.78 

Dextrose 1.40 × 10−9 5.26 

Molasses 7.14 × 10−4 ― 

Karo Syrup 1.25 × 10−3 ― 

Meat & Egg 

Chicken (Cooked) 9.43 × 10−4 ― 

Beef (Cooked) 4.74 × 10−4 ― 

Vegetable 

Guar Gum 5.2 × 10−9 9.99 

Xanthan Gum 8.43 × 10−10 16.30 

Kale (Fresh) 6.42 × 10−6 ― 

Kale (Dry) 2.25 × 10−11 6.58 

Cauliflower (Fresh) 3.11 × 10−5 ― 

Cauliflower (Dry) 2.04 × 10−11 4.97 

Cucumber (Fresh) 8.83 × 10−4 ― 

Cucumber (Dry) 0.86 × 10−11 5.37 

Fruit 

Banana (Fresh) 4.79 × 10−3 ― 

Banana (Dry) 1.12 × 10−11 6.00 
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Pineapple (Fresh) 1.75 × 10−3 ― 

Pineapple (Dry) 1.38 × 10−11 4.56 

Avocado 2.48 × 10−3 ― 

Bread & Cereal 

Flour 5.67 × 10−10 6.32 

Corn Starch 2.93 × 10−10 7.95 

The electronical conductivity results given in Table 2.2 show that these processed food 

materials and non-toxic metals can serve as the conductive materials. It is apparent from Figures 

2.5 (a)-(d) and Table 2.1 and 2.2 that edible food materials can cover a wide range of electrical 

conductivity as shown in the conductivity spectrum Figure 2.5 (e). To build a conductive 

wire/interconnect, edible metals are good choices while dried vegetables mixed with bread/flour 

and oil are good candidates for insulators. The mixed carbonized cotton candy and flour can be 

used to build resistors.  

Table 2.2 Conductivity of processed food materials 

Processed Food Conductivity (S/m) 

Carbonized Cotton 35.07 

Carbonized Cotton Candy 22.46 

Carbonized Silk 28.29 

In addition to insulators and conductors in electrical components, other functional 

materials are also indispensable, particularly for sensing. For example, piezoelectric materials 

can generate electricity upon mechanical stress and have been used in many applications 

including pressure sensors, microphones and speakers. Many nature and edible materials have 
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piezoelectric effects, such as bones and tendons. Cellulose that is rich in many vegetables (such 

as broccoli and brussels sprouts) also has piezoelectric effects. The mechanism is that the 

oriented cellulose crystallites in these vegetables exhibit shear piezoelectricity due to the internal 

rotation of polar atomic groups associated with asymmetric carbon atoms. Here broccoli powder 

with radius less than 90 m was used to mix with gelatin to form a piezoelectric composite. SEM 

images show the broccoli powder (Figure 2.5 (f)) and a cross-sectional view of the edible 

piezoelectric thin film (Figure 2.5 (g)). Broccoli powders (Holistic Herbal Solutions, LLC) they 

uniformly mixed with gelatin solution through magnetic stirring followed by casting under room 

temperature. The stiffness of the thin film can be tuned by adding edible plasticizer glycerol (see 

Methods). The piezoelectric coupling coefficients of the edible piezoelectric thin film were 

characterized by using electric shaker, accelerometer and signal analyzer (see Methods). They 

are d33 = 4.3 pC/N, and d31 = 0.31 pC/N. These values are comparable to 5 pC/N of ZnO. In 

addition to broccoli that is rich in cellulous, other cellulousrich foods, including brussels sprout 

and cabbage were also mixed with gelation to form piezoelectric composites using the similar 

approach. The same characterization approach was used, and the results are given in the Fig 

2.6. It is concluded that they all exhibit appreciable piezoelectric effects.  
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Figure 2. 6 Characterization of the piezoelectric performance of (a) commercial PZT film and films 

which were made with (b) broccoli, (c) cabbage and (d) cauliflower. Besides broccoli/gelatin 

piezoelectric thin films, cabbage and cauliflower as the active materials in the piezoelectric thin 

films are also made using the same procedures. 

Under the same weight ratio between cellulous containing vegetables and gelatin, 

broccoli has the strongest piezoelectric effects since it is the most cellulous-rich vegetables. It 

should be noted that gelatin also has detectable piezoelectric effects since it is derived from 

collagen in animal raw materials. However, its d33 is about 30 times less than that of broccoli 

(Table 2.3).  

Table 2.3 D33 of different piezoelectric materials 

Piezoelectric materials D33 (pC/N) 

Commercial PZT 550 

Pure gelatin film 0.185 

Broccoli/gelatin film 4.3 

Cabbage/gelatin film 0.66 

Cauliflower/gelatin film 3.00 

 

The studies of food materials with respect to their electrical properties opens 

opportunities to build a toolkit for necessary electrical components, as shown in Table 2.4. The 

food materials in the toolkit are grouped into structural and electrical functions. Insulative food 

materials, such as sweet potato starch, sugar powder, and flour, basically provide structural 

functions. Distinct applications of these materials in electrical components attribute to their 
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different mechanical properties (e.g., elastic modulus and bending rigidity). Specifically, rice 

paper is very thin and thus very flexible so that it is used as the substrate in wires/interconnects. 

Though both sweet potato starch and flour can be used as the substrate in resistors and 

inductors, a dough of sweet potato starch is easy shaped and tends not to fracture at the dried 

state, compared with regular flour. The reason is that sweet potato starch contains more starch 

than flour, and starch will gelatinize in the presence of water and heat. After gelatinization, starch 

dough will become uniform and sticky which makes it easy to be shaped into desired shapes with 

smooth surface. Thus, sweet potato starch can serve as a good substrate for resistors and 

inductors. The conductive food materials, such as edible metals and carbonized cotton candy, 

contribute to the electrical functions. The wires/interconnects need to have very small electrical 

resistance so that edible metals are used; while for resistors, carbonized cotton and cotton candy 

that have relatively low electrical conductivity are used. To achieve good adhesive between the 

substrate and conductive regions, egg white was used as the binding materials if necessary. The 

presence of hydrogen bonds and ionic interactions with proteins attribute high adhesive strength 

and allows egg whites as good adhesive materials.  The components in Table 2.4 were built 

using the suggested food materials.  

Table 2.4 A toolkit using food-based materials to build necessary electrical components. 

Component Food Kit Materials  

 Structural Function Electrical Function 

Wire Rice paper, sugar powder, 

wheat flour, rice 

 

Gold leaf, edible metal: gold 

 

Resistor Sweet potato, sugar powder, 

wheat flour, hard candy, dried 

fruit, vegetable 

 

Active charcoal, carbonized 

cotton fiber / cotton candy / 

silk, gold leaf 
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Inductor  Sweet potato powder, wheat 

flour, hard candy, dried fruit, 

dried vegetable 

 

Active charcoal, carbonized 

cotton fiber / cotton candy / 

silk, gold leaf 

 

Capacitor Gelatin, dried fruit, dried 

Vegetable 

Gold leaf, edible metal: gold 

 

Antenna Sugar powder, wheat flour, 

rice paper, hard candy, 

marshmallow, egg white 

Edible metal: gold, gold leaf, 

active charcoal, carbonized 

cotton /silk 

 

The optical microscopy and SEM images along with the characterization results are 

shown in Figures 2.7. The edible wires are made of rice paper as the substrate and sputtered Au 

as the functional part. The thickness of the Au is on the order of 100 nm (Figure 2.7 (a)). The 

resistors and inductors are all made of sweet potato starch and carbonized cotton candy through 

an extrusion process using a syringe, where the resistors are straight wires (or basically 

conductive “noodles”) and the inductors are winded against a cylindrical object (or basically 

noddle-based spring). Another layer of carbonized cotton was added on the outside of the 

noodles while they are still wet to increase the conductivity. As shown in the SEM images in 

Figure 2.7(b), carbonized cotton forms a continuous path in the noodles. The capacitors are 

made of thin gelatin sheets as the dielectric layers coated with edible Au as the electrodes. The 

Figure 2.7 (d)). By adding glycerol as the plasticizer and a high-k material in gelatin, the 

mechanical flexibility and effective dielectric constants can be improved. A plasticizer could 

reduce the glass transition temperature (Tg) and increase the plasticity of the material. Glycerol 

as a common plasticizer is widely used in the pharmaceutical field, such as softening the capsule 

and biomedical or biodegradable materials.  
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Figure 2. 7 Results of food-based electrical components. Optical and SEM images are shown, 

along with the characteristics of the components. (a) Wires; (b) Resistors; (c) Inductors; (d) 

Capacitors. 

In addition to the food materials presented in Figures 2.7, more food materials have been 

used to build these components. Similar characteristics have been achieved as shown in the 

Figure 2.8-2.11. It is thus convincing that edible food materials can build functional circuits.  
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Figure 2. 8 (a) Images of wires with different Au coating time, 1, 5 and 10 mins. (b) Resistance 

test result of wires with different coating time. 

 

Figure 2. 9 Resistance test result of resistors with different composites. Resistors with different 

composites were made to get a wide range of resistance. Carbonized silk and carbonized cotton 

candy were used as a substitute for carbonized cotton. The content of carbonized silk and 

carbonized cotton candy was controlled at 10%, 20% and 30%. 
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Figure 2. 10 Performance of inductors with different diameters under frequency range from 103 to 

106 Hz. 
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Figure 2. 11 Properties of capacitors with different composition under frequency range from 103 

to 106 Hz. 

To demonstrate that the edible piezoelectric thin film can be used to convert mechanical 

vibration to appreciable voltage changes for potential biomedical applications, an edible 

piezoelectric microphone was built, in which a 2 mm thick edible piezoelectric thin film was coated 

with 200 nm thick Au electrodes on both sides (Figure 2.12).  

 

Figure 2. 12. Photograph and illustration of the edible piezoelectric microphone and the 
characterization procedure of the edible microphone. 

To test the edible microphone, a sound with defined frequency generated from a 

computer (i.e., virtual piano keys) was played back via a loudspeaker where the edible 

microphone was firmly attached to the loudspeaker diaphragm to detect the mechanical vibration, 

with the edible microphone was connected to an oscilloscope to record and show the voltage 

waveform. The recorded analog voltage signals from the oscilloscope were further fed to a 

loudspeaker for optional playback. Specific frequencies (ranging from 27 to 131 Hz) generated by 

the virtual piano keys (e.g., A0, C3) through a computer program matched very well with the 

recorded voltage waveform (Figure 2.13), demonstrating that the edible microphone can record 

fidelity sound. It is noted that the waveform in Figure 2.13 represents averaged response so that 

the peaks are not evenly distributed.  
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Figure 2. 13. Recorded voltage waveform showing fidelity of the recorded sound using edible 
microphone. 

Low‐frequency sound is particularly important in biomedical applications as it is within the 

range of abdominal associated with both normal and pathologic conditions. To demonstrate the 

biomedical application, bowel sounds from a 70-year-old man with abdominal pain were fed to the 

loudspeaker and recorded via the edible microphone (Figure 2.14). It was observed that the 

recorded voltage waveform successfully reproduced the original testing sound. 

 

Figure 2. 14. Amplitude of the input abdominal sound and amplitude of the recorded abdominal 
sound. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3  EDIBLE WIRELESS PH SENSORS: VERSION 1 

3.1. Background and Motivation 

A lot of people suffer from diseases with GI tract like stomachache and gastroesophageal 

reflux. Traditional diagnosis methods use tubes inserted into the stomach, which is inconvenient 

and sometimes painful for the patients. In the recent decade technique like capsule endoscopes 

(PillCam™, Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN) can detect pH values, temperatures within one pill [19-

25]. These devices are not biodegradable and have the risk of causing bowel obstructions if they 

become entrapped in areas of stenosis, where another procedure must be taken to get them out. 

Besides, these capsules are not safe if the non-edible materials used in the ingestible electronics 

leak into human body.  

Real-time measurement of pH values in the GI tract has significant medical importance. 

Patients with acid secretory disorders (gastroesophageal reflux disease, peptic ulcer disease, 

Zollinger-Ellison syndrome) would benefit from regular intermittent monitoring of gastric pH 

particularly if this could be done inexpensively and safely [26-36]. In the present study, a pH 

sensor was constructed and tested. The present study significantly enables edible electronics 

with the potential to advance an emerging domain of biomedical technologies and devices. 

In the previous chapter, a new class of electronic materials derived predominantly from 

natural foods and foodstuffs, with minimal levels of inorganic materials, was developed to build 

edible electronic components, and such components were capable to be integrated together to 

have a whole electronic device or system. An edible and digestive pH sensor was proposed to 

encounter these problems above for its biocompatibility and the sensor breaks down in the 

intestinal with only a small portion of the manufacturing cost.  
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3.2. Mechanism of the Edible pH Sensor 

The working mechanism is that for acidic solutions, the H + ions reside at the electrodes 

making the capacitance of the electrodes dependent on the concentrations of the H + ions, which 

is the pH value of the solution. The pH sensor has a coil as an inductor, forming an inductor-

capacitor circuit along with the electrodes. The first version of edible pH sensor consists of gold-

zinc oxide (Au–ZnO) as working electrodes, an antenna made of Au for wirelessly transmitting 

signals, and an edible capacitor, and a substrate made from sugar paste.  

The reaction of ZnO with either acidic or basic solutions (Acidic: 𝑍𝑛𝑂(𝑠) + 𝐻𝑠
+  ⇔

 𝑍𝑛(𝑂𝐻)+, basic:  𝑍𝑛𝑂(𝑠) +  2𝐻(2)𝑂 ⇔  𝑍𝑛(𝑂𝐻)3
− + 𝐻𝑠

−), resulted in a change in the capacitance 

(C) between Au and ZnO electrodes, and thus the resonant frequency of the pH sensor changed 

with the pH value via 𝑓 =
1

2𝜋√𝐿𝐶
 , where 𝐿 is the inductance of the antenna that does not depend 

on the pH value. A reading circuit sweeps frequency and detect the signal reflection of the pH 

sensor. At the resonant frequency of the pH sensor, the reflected signal has a strongest strength, 

which corresponds to the capacitance of the electrodes, and the pH value of the solutions.  
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Figure 3.1 (a) Photograph of pH sensor version 1, (b) Illustration of pH sensor version 1 

3.3. Experimental Section 

3.3.1.  Fabrication of the pH Sensor  

The pattern of the mask was designed in Solidworks and was transferred into a sheet 

metal (0.5 mm in thickness) using a technique of electric discharge machining. The electric 

discharge melted the metal and along with the patterned route the shadow mask was made.  

Each substrate consists of powdered sugar, xanthan gum and egg white. Powdered 

sugar (60 g), xanthan gum (0.5 g) and egg white (12 g) were mixed in a glass bowl by hand 

mixer. Keeping mixing them until a sticky paste was achieved and most of the powdered sugar 

was incorporated. Additional powdered sugar (20 g) and the sticky paste were poured on the 
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work bench. Kneading them until a smooth and non-sticky dough was formed. The sugar paste 

dough was divided by 8 pieces. Each of them was rolled out and cut into a 7 cm × 7 cm × 0.2 cm 

piece, followed by drying at room temperature for 12 hrs. Before placing shadow mask on 

substrate, a uniform egg white layer was coated on the surface of substrate. Egg white will make 

the surface adhesive against a shadow mask after drying it in oven at 70 °C for 8 hrs. 

The substrates of pH sensor were then placed in a vacuum chamber of gold sputtering 

machine, where gold was deposited on the substrate through the shadow mask, with a thickness 

of 200 nm. Finally, the shadow mask was removed.  

The surface with antenna and capacitor pattern was coated by 1mm thick Eudragit L100 

coating solution which was made in the preparation of substrate step using solution using 

spraying coating technology and dried for 5 min. Then a second layer of Eudragit L100 coating 

was coated in the same way. The gelatin coating solution was prepared by dissolving gelatin (2 g) 

into distilled water (10 g). The surface of sample with electrodes pattern was coated by 1mm thick 

gelatin coating solution using spraying coating technology and dried for 1 h.  

The remained Eudragit L100 coating solution was put into oven and dried at 80 °C for 10 

min to form a sticky and glue-like solution. The sample was rolled onto stainless steel stick (4 mm 

in diameter) which will be draw out later to form a cylinder shape. During rolling, the surface with 

gold pattern faced outside and the end with antenna was rolled first. Finally, the end of the 

sample with electrodes was stick to itself using the glue-like Eudragit L100 solution. 

3.3.2.  Characterization of the pH Sensor  

A reading circuit shown in Figure 3.2 sweeps frequency and detect the signal reflection of 

the pH sensor. At the resonant frequency of the pH sensor, the reflected signal has a strongest 

strength, which corresponds to the capacitance of the electrodes, and the pH value of the 

solutions.  
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Figure 3.2 Illustration of the working principal and detection scheme of the pH sensor 

3.4. Result and Discussion 

To validate and calibrate the edible pH sensor, the pH values of reference solutions were 

measured via a standard pH meter (Hanna Instruments); the capacitance of the Au–ZnO 

electrodes were characterized utilizing a probe station with precision LCR meter (Hewlett-

Packard); and the resonant frequency of the pH sensor was detected by a circuit consisting of a 

reader, a differential amplifier, a signal generator, and an oscilloscope (Figure 3.3). In the 

calibration, the edible pH sensors were immersed in the standard solutions with pH values from 1 

to 12. As shown in Figure 3.3, the capacitance varied with the pH values. Based on the measured 

pH-dependent capacitance C, the resonant frequency of the pH sensor was calculated using 

1

2𝜋√𝐿𝐶
  , where L = 0.45 µH and was separately measured. It is apparent that the calculated 

resonant frequency agreed very well with the measured values. Our results demonstrate that the 

edible pH sensor was able to measure the pH value of solutions that are both acidic and basic. 
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Figure 3.3 Characterization of the edible pH sensor in solutions with pH value from 1 to 12 

In the practical application, patient needs to swallow the pH sensor through throat into 

gastrointestinal tract. In the next study, the overall structure and pattern of conductive circuits are 

also re-designed delicately to deduce size so that it can be swallowed easily. Gastric residence 

time is another important factor that determines the value of the swallowable pH-sensor. 

Typically, the gastric residence time varies from a few minutes for liquids to a few hours for 

proteins and fats. Therefore, the ability to control the digestible time of the substrate of the pH 

sensor was studied. The materials of encapsulation layer and substrate are modified so that the 

digestive time can be precisely controlled.  

 The reason to use Eudragit is it does not dissolve in acid solutions but does in base 

solutions.  Once the pH sensor is swallowed into stomach, the capsule will not dissolve because 

of the protection of Eudragit. After the pH value of the stomach is tested, the sensor will go to 

intestines where the environment is base. Eudragit encapsulation will dissolve in the base 

environment and open the rolled sensor, thus accelerating the degrading process. Figure 3.4 

shows the dissolving process in a base environment of pH 9.  
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Figure 3.4 Eudragit’s dissolving process in a base environment of pH 9. 

Mixing different mass ratios of Eudragit leads to different dissolving rate the film, where 

the dissolving rate can be tuned as shown in Figure 3.5. At pH 9, the dissolving time decreases 

when the content of Eudragit goes high, from about 300 minutes when the ratio is 40% to about 

50 minutes when the ratio is 100%, and it is because Eudragit dissolves in basic solution and the 

rest of the contents do not dissolve as fast as Eudragit in the same basic environment. 

Depending on the requirement from the practical usage, the dissolving rate is tuned with respect 

to the content of Eudragit.  
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Figure 3.5  Capsules’ dissolving rate vs. content of Eudragit.  
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CHAPTER 4 

4  EDIBLE WIRELESS PH SENSORS: VERSION 2 

4.1. Introduction 

 In the last chapter the edible pH sensors were demonstrated with its biodegradable 

merits and low cost compared with other electrical capsules. However, the form factor is too large 

to swallow and the fabrication of a large area of gold dominants the cost of production. A new 

design of the pH sensor was demonstrated in this chapter to accommodate the issue with form 

factor, making the whole device practical for patients to swallow like a capsule.  

 Another benefit from this new design of the edible pH sensor is the low cost compared to 

other commercial devices that are used with a capsule shape. The commercial devices are 

fabricated with silicon based integrated circuit, connected with other components including metal 

traces, discrete electrical components, batteries on to printed circuit boards. And the whole 

device is encapsuled with hard material for protection of the functional circuit. All that fabrication 

process is relatively expensive compared with the edible pH sensor when the commercial devices 

are massively produced in a factory. 

Although the edible pH sensor proposed in this chapter has less functionalities than the 

commercial ones that measure the temperature, pH value, acceleration in the GI tract, the 

innovated edible pH sensor has a digestive property that allows the sensor to dissolve in the 

intestine of human body after it passes through the stomach, which makes the edible pH senor 

has a lower chance of retention compared with the commercial devices. It is more convenient to 

the patients along with the doctors as less issue to deal with in the hospital, where no more 

medical procedures are required once retention happens.  
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Figure 4.1 Photograph of pH sensor version 2 

 The photograph of the pH sensor is shown in Figure 4.1, where the yellow part is the gold 

trace protected with gelatin films that are transparent. The interdigits parts are electrodes and 

cover the outer surface of the capsule rolled from a planar film shown in Figure 4.2.  

 

Figure 4.2 structure of the pH sensor version 2 

New design of gold circuit was deposited on the surface of Eudragit L100 substrate by 

sputtering machine. Then the antenna and capacitor circuit parts were coated with Eudragit L100 

coating to protect them from stomach fluid. The electrodes’ part was coated with gelatin coating 

to protect it from rub and push in the stomach. The gelatin coating swelled and absorbed stomach 

fluid as soon as it contacted with the stomach fluid. Finally, the substrate was rolled into a 

cylinder with 22mm length and 5mm diameter. Thus, the resonant frequency of the pH sensor 

changed with the pH value according to the equation 𝑓 =
1

2𝜋√𝐿𝐶
  , where L is the inductance of the 

antenna that does not depend on the pH value. The pH - resonant frequency of the pH sensor 

version is shown in Figure 3.11.  
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The development of the electrodes is in section 4.2, where the range of the capacitance 

is designed and optimized in the favor of the frequency bandwidth and resolution so that the 

detecting setup could successfully pickup the signals within its operating bandwidth. Then, the 

inductor is designed in terms of overall dimensions, rolling angles, metal trace’s width to make the 

inductance as large as possible but still in compliance of a 6-inch semiconductor fabrication 

standard. More insights going into the design of the inductor show that the qualify factor plays a 

significant role in terms of the signal strength in mid-range distance, while resistance of the 

inductor needs to be as small as possible to achieve a large quality factor. One way is to increase 

the thickness of the metal trace but doing so increases the cost of fabrication. More designs are 

made to pursue the high quality factor by decreasing the resistance and even though by 

sacrificing a little amount of inductance. Further study shows the bandwidth of the pH sensor is 

too large for the handheld device to cover, so a large parasitic capacitance is proposed in parallel 

to the electrodes, making the total capacitance of the pH sensor goes up but with a smaller ratio 

of bandwidth. Doing so makes the pH sensor compatible to the handheld device from a third party 

company. After the designs of the pH sensor and the development of the handheld device from 

the vendor, fabrications are demonstrated in section 4.4 and the characterization is done in 

section 4.5.  

4.2.  Design of Electrodes 

 The electrodes act as the sensing part of the pH sensor, where capacitances of 

electrodes change in terms of the acidic level of the environment. The frequency bandwidth is 

determined by 𝑓 =
1

2𝜋√𝐿𝐶
, where the range of the capacitive change of the electrodes significantly 

affects the bandwidth. The sensitivity of electrodes comes with the resolution of capacitances in 

response to different acidic environment. From the doctors’ input, most patients’ pH level in the 

stomach ranges from 1 to 6, which would be the range of detection from the electrodes. Then, 

because the acidic level of the stomach has a one-to-one relation to the capacitance of the 

electrodes, the objective is to engineer the range of the capacitance of the electrodes to cover the 

acidic levels needed to be tested. Theoretically, the larger range of the capacitance, the more 
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resolution of the pH value. However large capacitive range results to wide bandwidth for the 

sensor along with the reading circuit, giving more technique challenges to develop the wide 

bandwidth reading circuit. The design of electrodes needs to be optimized to achieve the range of 

the reading bandwidth as well as the resolution needed for detection.  

 To achieve the tunes of capacitance of the electrodes, the total width and length, 

electrodes’ width and the gap between electrodes are the key parameters, as the geometry 

defines the overall surface area of the electrodes for detection to form the two conductive sides of 

the capacitor. And the distance or gap between electrodes is the effective distance for the 

capacitor. An ideal capacitor’s capacitance is 𝐶 =  𝜀𝐴/𝑑, where 𝜀 is the permittivity of the 

material, 𝐴 is the active area for each electrode, and 𝑑 is the distance between two electrodes. 

Although the electrodes used in the pH sensor is more complex with multiple interdigits as 

electrodes, the total capacitance of the pH sensor follows the principal of capacitive theory. The 

total width complies with the overall length for the rolled pH sensor, which follows the guidelines 

of the allowable size for capsules. For example, for a size 00 capsule, the length of it is 23.4mm. 

For the size of 000 capsule, the length could be 26mm.  

 Given consideration of the key parameters of the pH sensor, a few versions of electrodes 

are designed as shown in Table 4.1 and the resulting capacitances are listed within the table.  

Table 4.1. Conductivity of processed food materials 

Electrode 

version 

Preview C (pF) at 

pH1 

C (pF) 

at pH6 

Electrode 

gap (mm) 

Electrode 

width (mm) 

Total 

width 

(mm) 

Total 

length 

(mm) 

1 

 

3550 39 0.4 0.4 14.74 16.67 
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2 

 

10000 260 0.6 1 24.8 18.7 

3 

 

6300 363 1 1.5 23 18 

 

 The length of the electrodes’ pattern must be within the outer perimeter of the pH sensor 

to prevent overlapping of the electrodes. Otherwise, some part of the electrodes would be 

covered by the outer layer of the electrodes, making the covered are inactive to sense. During the 

rolling process of the inductor, accuracy of rolling is considered to accommodate the electrodes’ 

covering are, so that whenever the under rolling or over rolling happens in the fabrication, all the 

electrodes are exposed to the air and not overlapped to achieve the full functionality of sensing in 

the testing environment.  

4.3.  Design of Inductor 

 The initial design of the inductor for the pH sensor is a coil-like inductor rolled from a 

planar pattern shown in Figure 4.3. The pattern is fabricated with the same method of previous 

pH sensor, with gold deposition through a shadow mask to a substrate. The substrate is the 

sandwiched structure where Eudragit-gelatin/glycerol-Eudragit films are formed and after the 

deposition of gold, the inductive area is covered with Eudragit material by spray coating of 

Eudragit solution dissolved in ethanol. Ethanol will evaporate leaving the Eudragit film on to the 

gold trace and the substrate to protect the gold from cracking.  

If the gold cracks by any mishandling, the circuit will break and result in a failure of 

fabrication. The yield of the pH sensor highly depends on the uniformity of the gold trace and a 

partial crack in any cross section of the gold trace would bring the resistance of the inductor 

higher and the quality factor of the inductor will suffer because of the increased resistance. 
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Another way to prevent the gold trace’s defect is to improve the flexibility of the films, making the 

total rolling process easy to conform along the bar that is rolled on. Glycerol is a good candidate 

material to increase the plasticity of the composite resulting more flexibility of the film. In 

comparison, Eudragit material is rather brittle and fragile when rolled or bent. There are two ways 

to increase the flexibility of the film, one is to add glycerol to Eudragit solution dissolved in 

ethanol, and the other one is to make the coating film thin. A study is made to tune the mass ratio 

of Eudragit, glycerol and ethanol for a high flexibility enough to roll well along a 4-mm bar without 

cracking the gold trace inside. The spray coating thickness would affect the thickness of the 

coating film thus needs to be controlled to achieve a relatively good flexibility.   

 

 

Figure 4.3 Illustration of the planar pattern of an inductor for a typical pH sensor 

After it rolls beginning from the top part along with a metal bar with a diameter of 4mm, 

the rolled pattern aligns with its left edge shown in Figure 4.3, to get a rolled pattern shown in 

Figure 4.4. Precautions are made to prevent the gold trace from cracking and the alignment of the 

left side of the pattern must be controlled to form a planar inductor in the left part. The Eudragit-

gelatin/glycerol-Eudragit film is relatively transparent so alignment is easy to make with bare 

eyes.  
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Figure 4.4 Illustration of a rolled inductor 

 The key parameter for the performance of an inductor is the quality factor 𝑄 = 𝐿/(𝑤𝑅), 

where 𝐿 is the inductance, 𝑅 is the resistance of the inductor, and 𝑤 is the angular frequency. A 

high-quality factor contributes to a high signal strength. To achieve this objective, a large 

inductance and low resistance is desired. 

 A few designs of inductors are simulated in COMSOL, with different folds of initial 

designs. The modeling of the simulation consists of a 10cm long of planar pattern, with a 

thickness of 800nm, and a trace width of 1mm. Given the fixed overall boundaries from the 

guideline of capsules, one to four folds of designs are modeled with material gold. The simulated 

inductances are shown in the Figure 4.5, along with the quality factors. Note that the radical 

frequency is taken as 10MHz for the simulation. As shown in the figure, more repeated patterns in 

a compact space have larger inductances, but suffer from having lower quality factors, mainly 

because of the faster increase of resistance. In the following, the planar pattern with only on fold 

is optimized in terms of other parameters. 
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Figure 4.5 Simulation of different topologies of rolled inductors.  

 The pattern’s angle, width, length, and metal-trace width all affect the performance of the 

inductor. Further experiments were done to optimize the inductance of the pH sensor, shown in 

Table 4.2. It is observed that the longer the length is, the larger the inductance is, while 

increasing the metal-trace width would decrease the inductance. However, the longer length of 

the pattern leads to a larger area of fabrication. The deposition of metal is carried out in a 

sputtering equipment where it is in compliant with semiconductor manufacturing process, where 

the equipment is considered an expensive capital tool. Usually, the sputter provides substrate at 

a range of maxim dimension of 2 inches, 4 inches, 6 inches, 8 inches and 12 inches. The larger 

the chamber of the sputter supports, the more expensive the equipment is. Mainstream 

semiconductor sputter has a supporting dimension of 6 inches in diameter of the substrate, which 

is the typical limit for the pattern of the pH sensor, where the length of the inductor adding with 

the length of the electrodes, should not exceed about 6 inches. More advanced factories use 8 

inches and 12 inches for the supporting dimension to accommodate the corresponding sizes of 

the wafers.  
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Table 4.2 Inductances with different length, width, and metal-trace width 

Inductance (µH) Length (cm) Width (mm) Metal-trace 

width(mm) 

0.25 14 20 1 

0.19 10 20 3 

0.23 13.5 20 5 

0.3 14.4 20 5 

0.35 14.5 20 4 

0.4 15 20 4 

0.52 16 20 4 

0.6 16 20 3 

 

The inductance is measured from a LCR meter and verified with a testing circuit shown in 

Figure 4.6. A spectrum analyzer with a tracking generator sends out a sweeping signal to the 

testing inductor, a standard capacitor with a known capacitive 𝐶 value and feeds back to the 

spectrum analyzer’s input port, forming a LC circuit with stimulus and responsive measurement. 

The resonant frequency 𝑓 is recorded in the spectrum analyzer and the inductance 𝐿 is calculated 

from 𝐿 =
1

4𝜋2𝑓2𝐶
. 

 

Figure 4.6 Schematic of testing inductance  
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 The angle of the planar pattern is also studied to optimize the inductance of the pH 

sensor. According to Table 4.3, angle 4.5° has the highest inductance. Further analysis shows 

that it is the angle that has the highest inductance when the rolled metal trace does not overlap 

and has no gaps in the lateral view. 

Table 4.3 Inductances with different angles 

Inductance (µH) Angle (°) 

0.182 2 

0.2036 2.7 

0.211 3.3 

0.2138 4 

0.21421 4.5 

0.21418 4.7 

0.21413 4.8 

0.2140 5 

0.2136 5.5 

0.2131 6 

 

While realizing mobility of the testing bench with superior range of detection from the new 

handheld device, more constrains related to the development of the pH sensor are considered. 

For example, the handheld device has a function of auto scanning and calibration with a limited 

range of bandwidth, which is about 2 to 3 times from the lower bound to the higher bound of the 
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operating bandwidth. The pH sensor’s bandwidth (from about 4MHz to about 40MHz) has 10 

times of ratio between the lower bound to the higher bound, making the handheld device difficult 

to cover the whole range of frequency. To solve the problem, an additional capacitor needs to be 

added to lower down the bandwidth, shown in Figure 4.7. With an additional capacitor in parallel 

with the electrodes, the frequency response of the improved sensor is shown in the Figure 4.7. 

According to the figure, with 100pF added to the capacitance, the frequency’s upper bound is as 

low as about 21MHz, which is a significant improvement to the bandwidth of the pH sensor. With 

500pF of additional capacitance, the bandwidth’s frequency ratio could be lower into a range of 2 

to 3 times, which is practical for the handheld device to test.  

 

Figure 4.7 pH sensor’s frequency vs. pH in relative to additional capacitor  

 Further study of the additional capacitor to the pH sensor was done by adding more 

parasitic capacitance to the rolled inductor of the pH sensor. A more complex model of an 

inductor is introduced including a parasitic capacitance that is large enough to not ignore, where a 
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real inductor consists of an ideal inductor in series of a resistor and then in parallel with a 

capacitor, shown in Figure 4.8. The parasitic capacitance is in parallel with the electrodes when 

the rolled inductor is connected to the electrodes. The total capacitance would be the addition of 

the capacitance of the electrodes and the parasitic capacitance of the rolled inductor. The 

increased total capacitance leads to a lower resonant frequency of the sensor and a lower 

frequency bandwidth.  

 

Figure 4.8 A more complex model of an inductor 

 To get a relatively large parasitic capacitance for the rolled inductor in the pH sensor, one 

method is to decrease the thickness of the substrate, making the capacitor’s plates closer to each 

other. By reducing the mass of the materials in the step of substrate fabrication, the thickness of 

the substrate is decreased to about 90um. The other method is to increase the permittivity of the 

substrate. The substrate consists of three major types of material, gelatin, glycerol and Eudragit, 

along with some water residues due to fabrication process. Glycerol and Eudragit have larger 

permittivity than gelatin. By playing around the ratios of material, an overall permittivity is 

increased, resulting in a large parasitic capacitance shown in Table 4.5. Note that the planar 

pattern for the rolled inductor is a rectangular shape with a length of 12cm and width of 4mm.  

Table 4.5 Parasitic capacitance of rolled inductor.  

Thickness of substrate (um) Capacitance (pF) 

150 390 
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90 590 

 

 To increase the additional parasitic capacitance of the inductor, revised patterns are 

made for comparison for the inductor. Figure 4.9 shows a revised version of inductive pattern that 

increase the parasitic capacitance of the inductor by adding more area between layers of rolling 

to get more capacitive area. This design does not increase the overall form factor for the inductor, 

as the parasitic capacitors are within the two vertical traces in Figure 4.9. With this design, the 

overall parasitic capacitors reach a maxim value of 320pF with the constrains of the dimension of 

the inductive pattern within 11cm long and 23mm wide.  

 

Figure 4.9 Revised pattern version 1 for inductor 

The characterization of the parasitic capacitance is verified with two methods. One is to 

connect the rolled inductor to a circuit in Figure 4.10. In the circuit, L1, R3, C1 form as the overall 

model of the inductor. V1 is a signal generator generating a step signal for a voltage from 0 to 5V. 

A transient response of the circuit is recorded with an oscilloscope measuring the voltage 

between the two ends of the inductor. A simulation of the circuit is done on a software LTspice. 

The parameters of the inductor, including C1, L1 and R3 are tuned for the simulation to match the 
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measured data, so that the parameters C1 and L1 represent the real parasitic capacitance and 

the inductance of the rolled inductor.  

 

Figure 4.10 Testing circuit for rolled inductor 

 The measured data and the simulated data for the transient response for the rolled 

inductor is shown in Figure 4.11. The voltage response of the rolled inductor shows that the 

voltage spikes up in the beginning of the step when the signal is triggered from 0 to 5V. Then, at 

about 20ns, the voltage reaches the peak value, as about 2.4V or 2.5V. This type of responsive 

behavior is because the rolled inductor has an inductor-capacitor-resistor loop internally. The 

LCR response in terms of time has a damping effect in this circuit. The frequency of the response 

is called damped resonance frequency or the damped natural frequency. It is the frequency the 

circuit will naturally oscillate at if not driven by an external source. After the voltage reaches the 

peak value, it goes down into below zero and then comes back and resonant until it reaches a 

relatively stable value. Eventually the voltage of the rolled inductor is determined by the ratio of 

the inner resistance R3 and the resistance of the rest of the circuit where in this circuit it is the 

sum of R1 and R2.  
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Figure 4.11 Transient response for measured and simulated data  

 Another method to measure the parasitic capacitance is to cut the top part of the metal 

trace, shown in Figure 4.12. In this way, the inductor is cut open while remaining the capacitor 

when the pattern is rolled. So the corresponding circuit of the rolled inductor, in this case, is only 

a capacitor with its resistance in parallel to it and the effect of the inductor is eliminated. The 

testing of the capacitance of the capacitor could be done by either calculating the capacitance 

from a RC circuit’s time constant when signaled with a step signal and recorded the transient 

response of the capacitor in an oscilloscope, or via a LCR meter. The methodology of the testing 

is to be able to test one parameter in two different methods to agree with each other so the 

testing results are accurate.  
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Figure 4.12 Cut pattern to measure parasitic capacitance of the rolled inductor. 

 Another design for the large area of the parasitic capacitor comes from the additional 

area outside of the triangle of the pattern for the inductor, shown in Figure 4.13. The same 

mechanism applies to this type of the pattern as the ones with the additional pads inside of the 

triangle area. In this design, the overall area of the additional pads could be slightly larger 

depending on the detailed design of them and may result in more parasitic capacitance, with the 

limit of the boundaries to be within the dimension of the rolled width. The size of the pads could 

also affect the parasitic capacitance simply because of the effective size covered between layers 

of rolling forming the parasitic capacitance. According to the experiment, the parasitic 

capacitance could reach about 400pF at an overall dimension of the whole pattern of the inductor 

to be 12cm long and 23mm wide.  
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Figure 4.13 Revised pattern version 2 for the rolled inductor.  

 The above two types of the designs for the inductor could be combined, shown in Figure 

4.14. This design shows a larger parasitic capacitance compared with the previous two designs, 

the ones with additional inner pads and outer pads. In the experiment, given the same overall 

dimension as of the previous two patterns, the parasitic capacitance of this design reaches 700pF 

but with a sacrifice of the inductance because the current is spread from the gold metal trace to 

the pads, resulting a wider effective width compared with the width of the gold trace. According to 

the experiment done above, the wider the metal trace is, the smaller the inductance is. The 

smaller inductance contributes to a smaller qualify factor, so the overall detected signal goes 

smaller. The other effect of the smaller inductor is that the resonant frequency of the pH sensor 

goes up making the overall bandwidth of the working frequency moves higher. This problem gives 

more pressure to the design of the handheld device to meet the required specification of the 

bandwidth.  
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Figure 4.14 Revised pattern version 3 for the rolled inductor. 

 While the addition of the pads into the pattern of the inductor gives a better parasitic 

capacitance of the rolled inductor, making the bandwidth smaller, however, there is still an issue 

with the design, which is the relatively low quality factor because of the high resistance. Making 

the thickness of the metal film larger make the resistance decrease but with an increase of cost of 

fabrication. More improvement needs to be taken to address this issue with the resistance of the 

inductor.  

The triangled pattern for the inductor, with or without the additional pads, consists of two 

coils, one left and one right, and the parasitic capacitor in between layers. The rolled inductor 

consists of two coils, shown in Figure 4.4, the left one 𝐿1 and the right one  𝐿2. The total 

inductance is 𝐿 =  𝐿1 + 𝐿2 − 2𝑀, where 𝑀 is the mutual inductance of the two coils. A typical 

rolled inductor shows a 𝐿1 = 0.43𝑢𝐻, 𝐿2 = 0.36𝑢𝐻 and 𝐿 = 0.5𝑢𝐻. Note the geometry for this 

design is with a length of 14cm, a width of 23mm, a metal-trace length of 1mm. While the two 

coils relatively split the resistances contributing to the total resistance. With only one left side, the 

individual inductor has a higher quality factor than the two coils together. This gives a new 

method of design of the inductor for the pH sensor, even though the fabrication is more complex 
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than the original design, because if the inductor only has one side in the planar pattern, after it is 

rolled, the two ends of the metal trace would be at the inner and outer side of the rolled cylinder, 

making the connection to the electrodes difficult. This brings more challenge to the fabrication 

process.  

 

Figure 4.15 Two version of patterns for single-line inductors 

 Two versions of the patterns for single-line inductor are shown in Figure 4.15. The left 

one has four additional pads to increase the parasitic capacitance of the inductor, while the right 

one is rectangular. The experimental data are shown in Figure 4.16 to compare the inductance 

between rectangular patterned inductor and non-rectangular patterned inductor. With similar 

overall dimensions, the rectangular patterns show higher inductances. Further investigation 

shows the inductor made of rectangular pattern has a relatively large parasitic capacitance 

compared with the ones made of triangle patterns and no additional pads, even though still 

smaller than the ones made of rectangular pattern and with additional pads. The resistance of the 

single-line inductor is much smaller than the triangled version, giving the rolled inductor a high 

quality factor. The benefit of quality factor shows more significant in mid-range detection of the 

signal.  
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of inductance between rectangular patterned inductor and non-

rectangular patterned inductor. 

 A new pattern is then designed to enhance the quality factor, shown in Figure 4.17, 

where the connections between the electrodes and the inductor are modified to accommodate the 

fabrication process. The far end of the inductor goes to the inner side of the rolled capsule while 

the far end of the electrodes is exposed to the outside surface of the capsule. To form a circuit, 

the two ends are connected by flipping the inner side and attaching to the outer side. Then, 

Eudragit solution is dropped on to seal them together. In this way, a LCR circuit is built and ready 

to be tested. Note that in this design, the right end has a longer edge than the left end’s edge. It is 

to meet the accuracy requirement from the fabrication, especially in the process of rolling, where 

a mismatch of the dimension could happen making the two ends not able to be connected. The 

rolling process’s dynamic change of the rolling force, or the defects of the film, could make the 

rolling turns to be over or less than the designed specs. The wide edge could cover about 150 

degrees of angular mismatch, giving a better yield in the fabrication process.  
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Figure 4.17 New pattern of the improved pH sensor  

4.4.  Fabrication of the pH sensor 

3 g of gelatin was dissolved in 25 g of distilled water for 20 minutes at 70 °C. The solution 

was capped with aluminum foil to prevent the evaporation of water. 1.63 g of glycerol was added 

into the solution, followed by magnetic stirring (700 rpm) for 20 minutes at 70 °C. The solution 

was then poured onto the coating machine and spread evenly. A fan was used to blow the air 

50cm above the solution for 6 hours to dry the film. 2.5g of Eudragit was dissolved into 17 g of 

absolute ethyl alcohol. The solution was capped with aluminum foil to prevent the evaporation of 

water. After 30 minutes the solution was placed under magnetic stirring (700 rpm). A fan was 

used to blow the air 50cm above the solution for 1 hour to dry the film. After the substrate had 

dried, coat the gelatin film on the apparatus with the Eudragit L100 solution made in step 2. Wait 

for 1 hour to dry with a fan blowing air 50cm above. After it dries, the substrate was peeled off 

and flipped over. The substrate was coated on the other side with Eudragit solution. 

The substrates of pH sensor were then placed in a vacuum chamber of gold sputtering 

machine, where gold was deposited on the substrate through the shadow mask, with a thickness 

of 800 nm. Finally, the shadow mask was removed.  

Prepare the gelatin coating solution by dissolving 2 g of gelatin in 15 g of distilled water. 

Coat the surface of the sample that contains the electrode patterns with 1mm thick gelatin coating 

solution by dropping and let it dry for 1 hour. Coat the surface of the substrate that contains the 

antenna patterns with Eudragit L100 solution using spraying coating technology and let it dry for 
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15 minutes. Note that the two ends of the pattern, one from the electrodes and the other one from 

the inductor’s far end are not coated so they could be further stick together.  

Roll the sample using a stainless-steel stick (4mm in diameter) to form a cylinder shape. 

The stick is inserted in a holder that has two walls at 2mm more than the film’s width. The surface 

with gold pattern faced outside and the end with antenna should be rolled first. The film is taped 

on to the stick at one end and stretched at a force 0.59N. Use the Eudragit L100 solution as glue 

to make the end of the sample with electrodes stick to itself. Flip the far end of the inductor at the 

inner side and attach to the outer side to contact the far end of the electrodes. Then, Eudragit 

solution is dropped on to seal them together. Cut the tape and remove the sample from the 

stainless-steel stick.  

4.5.  Characterization of the pH sensor 

The testing circuit to detect the signals from the pH sensor is developed. The previous 

bench used a signal generator, an amplifier, and an oscilloscope but the sweeping and recording 

process takes a significant amount of time as individual frequency and the corresponding signals 

are recorded manually, when the typical sweep takes up to 4000 data points for the frequency 

and the voltage. The new bench is improved by using a spectrum analyzer with a tracking 

generator integrated, where the tracking generator could sweep automatically, and the 

voltage/signal information could be recorded along with the corresponding frequencies in the 

spectrum analyzer. The schematic is shown in Figure 4.18. The spectrum analyzer sweeps and 

records the data automatically. When the tracking generator sweeps across the bandwidth, such 

bandwidth could be tuned along with the signal source power, sweeping time, delays between 

two frequencies. The data of frequency and signal strength in dBm are transferred to a computer 

for further analysis to find the resonant frequencies of the pH sensor. The signal strength is 

compared from the computer between tests with and without the pH sensor, and a spectrum of 

the difference between the two sets of signal values is plotted in terms of frequencies to find the 

local peak value, where it is the resonant frequency of the pH sensor. As mentioned previously, 

resonant frequency has a one-to-one relation to the acidic level of the solution being tested, so 
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the pH value of the environment could be tested when compared the resonant frequency 

measured and calculated from the data to the calibrated frequency-pH value relation.  

 

Figure 4.21 Schematic of testing bench for the reading circuit. 

An amplifier JHS6012CDWP was used in the reading circuit to further differentiate the 

signal from noises. The output of the tracking generator goes through a resistor R1 and then 

connects to the negative input of the amplifier. The ground of the tracking generator goes to the 

positive input of the amplifier. The amplifier works with a power supply of 14.2V DC. The power 

source is filtered with four capacitors C1, C2, C3, C4 to get a relatively clean DC voltage. The 

output of the amplifier goes to the reading circuit, mostly a LC circuit, and the other end of the 

circuit goes to the input of the spectrum analyzer. The ground of the input of the spectrum 

analyzer is connected to the ground of the tracking generator. Figure 4.19 shows the difference 

between high-power input and low-power input. An artificial pH sensor is used to verify the signal 
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strength of the circuit. The artificial pH sensor consists of a standard capacitor connected to a 

rolled coil with the same geometry as the designed inductor for the pH sensor. Copper wire is 

used to replace gold metal trace for a better resistance, which results in a better quality factor of 

the coil so other parts of the testing setup is easy to develop with. For the amplified input as 

0dBm, the sensor’s signal strength reaches about 20dB, while in the low input power setup 

(without an amplifier), the signal strength is about 10dB. The additional amplifier significantly 

improves the quality of the signal strength, giving more robust range in terms of detecting 

distance. Note that in Figure 4.19, the artificial sensor was placed 2cm away from the reading 

antenna. As signal attenuates with longer distance between the sensor and the reading antenna, 

an amplifier could boost the signal and allow the bench to detect the artificial pH sensor at a 

longer distance.  

The shape of the spectrum plotted in Figure 4.19 is important because it is relatively 

symmetric across the frequency bandwidth. Experimental study shows that the symmetric 

spectrum only occurs when the resonant frequency of the pH sensor and the resonant frequency 

of the reading circuit are the same. Otherwise, the plot is asymmetric, where this phenomenon 

helps to identify the resonant frequency of the edible pH sensor.  

Also, the signal strength is the largest when the two resonant frequencies are the same. 

This phenomenon is also important because when the two resonant frequencies are the same, 

the detecting range could be larger than the conditions when the two frequencies are different. 

When the reader and the edible pH sensor are further away from each other, the signal 

attenuates fast, which would be further studied later in this chapter. So, an innovation for the 

circuit development is to change the resonant frequency of the reading circuit while sweeping. In 

the circuit shown in Figure 4.18, changing the capacitors C5 and C6 would change the resonant 

frequency of the LC circuit in the reader. By graduating changing the capacitance would change 

the resonant frequency of the reader correspondingly while sweeping frequencies to detect the 

signal for the pH sensor. The spectrum plots are captured and compared to find the maxim peak 

of each plot and the maxim peak among all the peak values from different plots happens when 
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the two resonant frequencies are the same. In this method, the signal strength could be boosted 

to its extreme for the maxim range of distance of detection. In the development of the reading 

circuit and the process of testing, different capacitors are used to achieve the function of getting 

different resonant frequencies of the reading circuit. Later in the study, varactors are used to tune 

the capacitance at an automatic and more detailed way. The capacitance could very into 

thousands of values, making thousands of resonant frequencies for the reading circuit. This 

method of using varactors massively improves the resolution of the sweeps. 

 

Figure 4.22 Signal comparison between high input power and low input power. 

 Beside adding the amplifier, optimization of designs in the reading antenna also improves 

the signal strength of the setup. Table 4.4 gives a few designs of inductors for the reading 

antenna, including a few planar inductors with different inner diameter, and a cylindric inductor 

with a similar size as the other two. According to the table, planar coils have higher inductances 

compared to cylindric coils, thus have higher quality factors given the same dimensional 

boundaries and resistances.  So, further study of the reading inductor is focused on the planar 

coils, rather than the cylindric coils. Note that getting a high inductance and a smaller resistance 
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is not enough for the purpose of the reader, even though they contribute to a larger quality factor 

for the reading antenna, and a higher quality factor usually promises a narrow and sharp 

detecting bandwidth to get a better signal strength. Sensitivity of the reading antenna in terms of 

the distance between the reader and the edible pH sensor should be optimized to reach a 

relatively maxim signal strength across the working range of the tests, because the real working 

condition carries out at the near- and mid-range distance when used in the human body, where it 

is the distance between the edible pH sensor in the stomach and the reader out side of the 

human body.  

Table 4.4 Examples of designs of reading antennas.  

Inductance (uH) 30.6 32.5 11.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The signal strength of the pH sensor detected from the reading antenna is defined as the 

powered transferred between the reading antenna to the pH sensor. The transferring power 𝑃𝐿 is 

𝑃𝐿 =
𝜔2𝑀23

2 𝑉𝑠
2𝑅𝐿

[𝜔2𝑀23
2 +(𝑅2+𝑅𝑠)(𝑅3+𝑅𝐿)]

2, 

where 𝑀23 is the mutual inductance between the two inductors, 𝑅2, 𝑅3, 𝑅𝑠, 𝑅𝐿 are the resistances 

of the two coils, 𝑉𝑠 is the input voltage and 𝜔 is the angular frequency of the circuit. While 

improving the resistance, the mutual inductance is the key parameter to improve the signal 

strength in terms of detecting range.  
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 A simulation of mutual inductance in terms of planar coils’ inner diameter was done in 

MATLAB to analyze the performance in a range of distance, from near field to middle field, shown 

in Figure 4.20. Inductors with smaller inner diameters have larger mutual inductance in the near 

field but suffer in the middle field, resulting in a high signal strength in the near field and low in 

middle field. Large inner diameter contributes to a lower mutual inductance for the planar inductor 

but maintains a steady decline of mutual inductance over the range of distance, making the 

inductor perform better in the middle field. Note that all inductors used in the simulation have the 

same number of turns (7 turns) with the same wire width and spacing.  

 

Figure 4.23 Simulated mutual inductance vs. distance relative to different inner diameter of the 

planar coil. 

  After the optimization of the testing circuit and the reading antenna, the artificial pH 

sensor was tested, and the results are in Figure 4.21. The resonant frequency of the artificial pH 

sensor is about 5.6 MHz. When the artificial pH sensor is at 2cm away from the reading antenna, 

the signal strength is about 27dB. The signal strength attenuates when the artificial pH sensor is 

moved away from the reading antenna. At 6cm, the artificial pH sensor is still detectable, with 
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about 2dB signals, which is large enough to differentiate from the environmental noise. Further 

study shows that at about 10cm distance, the signal is too small to differentiate from the 

background noise.  

 

 

Figure 4.24 Signal strength of an artificial pH sensor vs. frequencies at different distances.  

 Further development of the testing bench was outsourced to a private company to 

achieve better performance in terms of detecting range, ease of usage, auto calibration and small 

form factor. A handheld device is developed from the private company to replace the existing 

testing bench with more merits, which would be shown in the later part of this chapter.  

4.6. Result and Discussion 

  A new design of the pH sensor was demonstrated to accommodate the issue with form 

factor, making the whole device practical for patients to swallow like a capsule. The individual 

parameters of the pH sensor were designed and optimized to improve the overall performance of 

the sensor, fitting into a practical range of bandwidth, achieving maximum signal strength and 

detecting range.  
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 After the verification with artificial pH sensor, a real pH sensor was tested with the testing 

bench. The pH sensor is placed at 2cm away from the reading antenna and the analyzed data 

are plotted in Figure 4.22. The resonant frequency of the pH sensor is about 4.18 MHz with a 

signal strength of about 0.52 dB. Note that the frequency spectrum of the pH sensor is symmetric 

relative to frequency. The issue with this bench is that the signal is small in a long distance 

between the reader and the pH sensor, due to the limited input power from the reading circuit that 

makes the signal not strong enough to different from noise in this range of distance. The 

improved testing setup, a handheld device is to solve this issue.  

 

 

Figure 4.25 Signal strength of a real pH sensor vs. frequencies at 2cm distance. 

 The handheld device is used to test the resonant frequency of the pH sensor. The setup 

of the bench is shown in the Figure 4.23. A beaker is placed on top of a petri dish for elevation so 

that the handheld device’s antenna could face the pH sensor in the beaker at its axial direction. 

Some acidic solution made from hydrochloric acid and water, fined tuned with ratios to get a 

certain pH value of the solution, is put into the beaker along with the pH sensor. The handheld 

device is place in front of the pH sensor at a distance range from 2 cm to 10 cm, depending on 

the specific testing condition. The usage of the handheld device comes with pressing the button 
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on the device shown in Figure 4.23 and followed by booting the system. Then, double click the 

button after moving the whole handheld device to a vacant space without the edible pH sensor 

anywhere near to it. The action of double clicking triggers the calibration process of the handheld 

device. After it is calibrated, put the handheld device to the front the pH sensor at a distance. 

Then, press the button again to perform the test. The device would sweep and scan the 

bandwidth of interest and detect the signal transmitted back to the reader. The signal-frequency 

data are compared with the calibration data to plot the differential signal-frequency spectrum, also 

shown in Figure 4.23. A local maxim peak is found to be the estimated resonant frequency of the 

pH sensor.   

 

Figure 4.26 The setup for testing the pH sensor with a handheld device. 

 A typical example of the plot output from the handheld device after the test is shown in 

Figure 4.24. In the picture, there is a LCD screen showing the plot of signal strength and the 

sweeping frequencies. The ring surrounding the LCD screen is the supporting frame, in which 

there is the reading inductor. The solution of the hydrochloric acid has a pH value of 3. In the 
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background of the figure, the edible pH sensor is dipped into the beaker filled with hydrochloric 

acid solutions. The signal strength’s unit is 0.75mV which is the resolution of the handheld 

device and the frequency has a certain bandwidth. A local dip is found in the plot and the peak 

point is marked with a frequency of 8.05MHz.  

 

Figure 4.27 The testing result from the handheld device after testing a pH sensor in a solution of 

hydrochloric acid with a pH value 3. 
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Figure 4.28 Voltage-frequency response of the pH sensor in a solution of hydrochloric acid with a 

pH value 3 recorded from the handheld device.  

 The corresponding plot shown in Figure 4.24 is output from the handheld device to 

replot in Figure 4.25, for more clarification. The unit in the vertical axis is converted to voltage in 

mV. Across the sweeping bandwidth, the voltage range of the signal is about 50mV and the local 

valley happens at about 8MHz. At this frequency, the local peak value of the voltage is about 

10mV. Different peak or valley frequencies represent different resonant frequencies of the pH 

sensor, and further representing the different pH values. A repeated series of testing in 

solutions with different pH values is carried out.  

5  SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

5.1. Summary 

 A new class of electronic materials from food and foodstuff was developed to form a 

“toolkit” for edible electronics along with inorganic materials. Electrical components like resistors, 

capacitors and inductors were fabricated with such materials and tested. The material sciences of 

food industry, design and fabrication of electronics and biomedical engineering was discussed by 
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demonstrating edible electronic materials, components and devices such as filters, microphones 

and pH sensors. Applicable devices such as filters, microphones and pH sensors were built with 

edible materials. Among the applications, a wireless edible pH sensor was optimized in terms of 

form factor, fabrication process and cost. The design of individual components of the edible pH 

sensor is studied to achieve the balance between performance and cost. In the development 

process, the testing circuits are built and optimized for the characterization of individual 

components and for the pH sensor. A few versions of pH sensor are developed to counter the 

difficulties in bandwidth, signal strength, quality factor et cl. A few iterations of reading circuits are 

developed to accommodate the real-life usage of the testing device.  

 This study of edible food-based material and its applications in the medical electronics 

opens a door for a new platform for making low-cost, bio-compatible and bio-dissolvable 

electronics. Because of the unique electrical and mechanical properties, the design and 

fabrication of electronic devices made from these types of materials are different from traditional 

semiconductor industrial standards.  

5.2. Future Work 

The testing of the new handheld device is still ongoing and would be in the future work, to 

successfully detect the pH sensor at a middle range (about 10cm). Scenarios of different 

orientations between the reader and the edible pH sensors should be studied in terms of 

detecting range. The sensitivity of the edible pH sensor and the reading circuit should be 

considered in the future study. The handheld device for pH sensor needs to be optimized to work 

with different real-life situations including animal experiments, human body experiments and 

clinical trials. The eventual goal for this study is to develop a usable system consisting of an 

edible pH sensor and the related handheld reading device to meet the market need of testing 

patients’ pH values in the GI tract as it goes.  

The pH sensor’s form factor could be potentially even smaller. Basically, it is a LRC 

circuit, and the inductance is at micron henry level, the resistance is within 1 ohm, and the 
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capacitance is at nano farad level. If we can make a LCR circuit within this range in a silicon 

wafer, in compliance with massive production procedures of the traditional semiconductor 

industry, the fabrication of the pH sensor could potentially follow “Moore Law” where every year 

or eighteen months, the density of the device doubles, meaning that the cost of individual pH 

sensor could be reduced to half, while still supporting the same performance. Eventually, the pH 

sensor could be shrinking to a small size as in 1mm of overall dimension, making the cost of 

fabrication decrease significantly. Another benefit of having a smaller form factor of the pH sensor 

is to be able to integrate onto commercial capsules. Doing so could be more convenient to 

patients as they do not need to take the pH sensor separately from other medical pills or 

capsules. While regular pills could have different functional materials to treat disease, the pH 

sensor glued on to the surface of the capsule could measure the pH value of the stomach when 

the patient takes pills. It could also monitor the patients’ pH values after the take regular 

medicine. Some patients do not feel comfortable pills and refuse to. So, monitoring the pH value 

after they swallow could validate that they have taken the pills, which could help the doctors track 

the intakes of the medicine.  

The application of the edible electronic capsules could go further beyond the monitoring 

of the pH values. If the sensing electrodes could sense temperature, acceleration, or any other 

parameters that are useful in diagnosis in the GI tract, more and more functions integrated into 

the edible electronic capsules could be engineered.   
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